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POLICING THE 1VEMNT OYMODERN EDUCATION
,

ABSTRACT

During the developmer4 of modern education there has been a
.struggle betweeritend#ncies for the centralization and decentral-
ization of power. In America the grading scale has served as a
centralizing force designed to distinguiat academically adept
from others as public education acted as a'd Icentralizing fOroe

0 promoting equality in education. The 'ABCDE le r scale emerged
as a compromise between (1) educatorswho advocat the 0-100
scale which enabled-a-clear ranking of students and 2) educar,
tors, parents and '`students -who flt that' such a scale ould not

N be used fairly to-evaluate-students. The simplificatio of grading
. scales resulted in a loss of powe for educational organi
As aCie&ction to this loss of power, educators left theE o t of
the scale to symbolically express their opposition to the us
of a scale -which has only five categories for ranking students.

r
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POLICING MOVEMENT(

OF

MODERN EDUCATION
0

Why are the letterS,1ABCDenormilly used. to adsignatethe civaltty

1 ,of academid achievement? Why is it that a'numeric egale is not.em-
4

played? Considering the emphasis placed upon the systematic. organi-

zation of human thought and action by the movement of tipdesa educa-

tion, why does the dominant scale-not even, follow the no l'betluence

of the traditional English alphabet? Wh)", is the "E" left put of the

scale?

This paper claims that an ongoing conflict betweep authoritarian

and egalitarian social forces has influenced the way)in which the .

"school work ethic" has been supported withirk the movement,of-modeit.

education. That influence is reflected in the ,fact that letters Father

than numbers are used in grading scales. It has fostered the elimeLts-

tioi of the "E" frat the ABCDE grading ncale.

MIS
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INFLUENCE ON SCHOOL WORK*ETHIC: AUTHORITARIAN VS. EGALITARIAN FORCES

The (school work ethic" is a primary vidue of modern education.

This-value-carries with it essentially 'the sanle,characteristics-as the

work ethic within the economic institutions. The work ethic reveals
, .

itself, n society asi morally grounded social force driving jeople to

displayth;,best of their abilities producing goods and servics for

themselves and others. The educational version of thisvalus channels

efforts toward academic productivity. Onecould'say that-the school

work ethic acts as a preparatory value for'lifelong obeisance to"the

work ethic.

How the value of, working hard in school is fostered, depends upon

whether. its pflponents are influenced by authoritarian or egalitarian
1

.

,,.
v.

ideals. Conflict between forces of authoritarianism and egalitarianism
1

cross-cue institutional sectors of society at various levels. Ope can
.....

.- .

'Afocus upon these forces'acting within modern education at the. classroozY

level. At, that level authoritarian forces favor placipg power in the

hands of the instructor. This is exemplified through the use of symbols

of power and authority; regimentation of classroom settings and utill.za-

tion of evaluatory. devices which enhance the appearance of precision and

objectivity support their power.''Historically they rhave pomoted the
.

"school work ethic" through use of the dunce,cap and low grades. Bott

are forms of educational stigmatization.

.Egalitarian social forces promote less precise measures of the

creative self-expressiori which teachers moved by these forces encourage

student6 to display in their work. These values support grading systems
4
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.which diaperge power through the use of non-stigmatizing standards anct

' imprecise scales;

'%
This'repOrt, proceeding)froma summary Of

forces promoting the unificationor.dispersemen

e interaction of
-,. .

of power within the.

usedmovement of modern education, will focus on grading scales used by. .;: . .

1,

-..i.,. .
.

.

Aniericane4ucational 'i1stitutions. Oneplaqe this ongoing interaction
fo'-

can, be'seen having a practical:effect is in conflicts over appropriate

:grading scales. The ABCDF grading scale iS an informal oompromis

befmeen authoritarian and egalitarian-social forces,

.%.

CENTRALIZATION OF CONTROL WITHIN MODERN,EbUCATIONAL BURtAggRAblEE
or%

, .

Aries (1962 :173 -254) informs us that during.ithe Middle Ages Euro-
1..00

liean schools were' not stratified accordinto type, sughas elementary,
..-. ..2. .

. .. .

secondary; college and university. Academicsubjecfs were not hier-..
,

arcHTCally

.
'III, etc.

ranked according to

Rather, students Of

d if

it

var

Theremas no grammer I, II,

ious ages gathered to.liaten to a

teacher tHey,held in high este& to lrn assorted acjOmic matters.
. .

' .
.

Students possess4 the greater power. By their mere-presence at
. f I' . .

4-
,

lectures, students evaluated their. teachers. Instructors evaluated

' stuenia subjectively through oral interaction and geNrally',unstructured

written id8rk.

During modern times relationships between students and teachers, and

their social organization, have become much more complicated. .The modern

1- 'period.has been a movement toward the stratification of educational

d

",;.structursi. Power and prestige have become focused at the peak of these

emerglrig structures: Today there is a clear ranking of types Of educe-

6 . I
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tioal organizations---elementary, secondary and cohege.
.

matter is'now atranged according to degree of difficulty.

\
are groupeactordin4 to age. Also, the power; to evaluat

,

.

from.students'to teachers. ,Ebel (19721-300=33.5) ,noted the,

in 6raluation.procedures is often perceiyed as an ideal.

Subject

Students

e has shifted

t objectivity

.
4 .

TENSIONS BETWEEN 1UTHORITARIANIAND EGALITARIAN FORCES WITHIN MODERN
EDUCATION '

1

Sprink(14.974 noted that the expansion of educational ritunities "

was strongly fostered by_the detand for public education. citizens
..;

were to have. equal chance to get A basiredutation. That demand arose
. , ...' . . ..,

, i .

on
,the democratic side of the'tide of industrialist and nationalism.

. ., k
4

Lauter and Alexander 4(190) have shown the ties between political and

eduNtio,nal Sectors through activities of the American Council'ofTEdu-
.

cation. They show that this'agenCyseeke tay'tobliir the resources of'!
.s..

higher .education for nationalistic purposeR. Modern education is a
/ 1, .

.

, .: .

..,,
. :soCialrevtion t6 the need for the ..systematic

.

production and distri-

bution of knowledge---often inlsupport of nationalistic and industrial
.

. movements.
,

Education s existence is44aften justified through ite'support

of humanitarian values and promotingvequal opportunity for citizens to,

achieve in all sectors of society.

HeralanI(1976:287-289), in citing'An 1884 Board of Education Report,

shows the authoritarian side of the emergence of modern,educatipn-

During that time the factory served as aaApdel of organizational tree-
.

tivity. Regimentation and preciiion were pOwerful va1des, iowles (1972)'

has'shown than the stratification of educational institaiona tends to

44t
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retard social. mobility. Essentially he,argues. that students of weafthy'
.

papets are.Mote likely to be able to' attend prestigious academic

institut.ions,than students.of poor par Its. And, graduates,of pres-

tigious'schools tend to achieve positions of greater w)11.th, power, and

.prestige in their pOstgraddate life.

a meatis to .general social mobility,

tion to genez'ation vtrat fication of
..

1973).

Thus, .while education may-serVe as

there is 14.ttle Change in the genera-
.

familiesin society (cf. &frier,.

Weber (1946) described the conflicting forces of ceakralization and

'.'decentralization inescapable'contradictions of bureaucratic entities.
;

Modern education follows-the enlargement Qf bureaubratic systems Bevel -e'°',.

'
fi ,.

oped_to foster-national and industrial movements. The'authoritarian.

impact' of bdreaueratic influenceslmay be seen in the similarity between

'the factpry syitem--a process designed to mass.produce America into

economic prosperity; and the school system7-a process designed to mass

produce the gerican society out of illiteracy.'

Spring (1972) and,Callahan (1962) both point out that the rise of,..
40. ,

the factoiy system as a sensible Solution to economic problems is'

. .

similar to the establishment' of age graded elementary schools as a

rational solution to 'the problem Of public education. (cf. Curti,1959:
. ,,..

48-49; Lazerson, 1971).
,

/
.

.

Throughoutthe\viddieteenth century there was a continually.increasing/

demand for a system of public education which promoted national ideals,

provided.basic,traiNIng'ih the "three R's," and advotated "moral educe--

"tion." In 'AmeriEa, the "Date school"--one woman teething and controlling

children of assorted ages between six an. sixteen in one large Classroom--

1

. 4
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was commdn-thrOughput this period. That wd's the era
*

of the "School- 7
,

Mom." During this time the dunce cap was used by.teachers as a
. .

1.I'..,

r

symbol of their power Wstigmstizeahildren wto did not support the .

. / .

school work ethic. Students were giyen a simple "p" or "F" to indi-

cate whether or'not they ,had passed on to the next grade. Such a

simple system could not support the rapid growth and changes taking

r

place in America'silsocial movements(Otto; 1973).'.

At mid-century, Horacq Mann successfully sponsored a system for

America which had become popular in Germany. It featured the age-
! ,

graded stratification?f students'for formal instruction (Katz, 1968)-.

Students of the same agewere grouped in a single classroom. Each'

classroom had. one teacher--a. specialisttrained to teach that age.

group.. Brown'(1968) notes thai.tbis solution to the problem of public

education' resulted in, the, first graded schdol in America 'at-Quincy,

Massachusetts` I'd 184e. It was diyided into eight.gradea. This form of

elemeritary school became popular throughout the country.

Goodlad (1959) indicates that the McGuffy Reader was intended for

six grades.apd provided an. alternative period of time for defininghe"
.

'..elementary level of ,education. Thereader promdted systematic'teaching

of Ole "Three 'R'

in moral claims.

I
s" and had a strong nationalistic orientation grounded

- The Reader, fostered evolution to the three tier system -a

of elementary, junior iigli, and senior high school; whereas, the structure
.

sponsored by Horace Mann resulted in a two I.evel system of elementary and

high school.

514.

The American population expanded rapidly ring the nineteenth

century. Children of illiterate immigra-,ts had to b ey}ucated., The

sto
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,

industrial plod nationalistic movements required literate populations.
-

Consequently the demandAr quality teachers and elementary scheoli

*inpreasedrapidly. ,These factors gave-impetus to the creation of higher

types bf eUcational.oigarizatiorpsecondary schools, colleges, and
. .

universities. The number of 14. schools in the United States increased'

2000% between 1870 and 1910--from 500,to10;000 (Chauncy and Dabin,

%.
.1

1963:27-43; Johanningmeier; 1970. That was a ronalflerable financial
ft

expenditure for an American public which generatly-did at see higki

khoof as being ,valuable in itself.

,Parents saw -the high school primarily as a vehicle of social

.mobility for their children, Mary .of them questioned whether ornot

their Children should attend high achao17-wherethel, did not immediately /.

contribute either -to their own economic support or that ortheir family.,

Parents wanted to kno449ifWeir children were succeeding in school.

They wanted easy to,und'erstard-reports on the academic progress 'ofefieir
6

children. With these reports they child decide if a child 'should be in

the fiplds or a factory where their work would be iMthediately profitable./1

They viewed the high ;choA!essentially as a testing'gund to determine
C.

, .

how Ler -th6.r childre n might progress in society.
,

...

'Public education has been used to proniote egalitariadideals:.
. ..

beginning with itir.founding concept of education -for the "public," to i

. . , .
the current use of-dleMertz:iry

p
and pecondary aschools as the major mecha-

nisms used to foster racial integration. But, at the classroom level
',-

4 .. . 4

cencralizirk tendencies emerged with the need for ranking students, Such
1

i

ranking is completed through the uP,-of:academic evaluatory tools--...

OP

g

r-
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marking scales.

t

Marking .Scales

Three factors strongly' encouraged ttk,creation of grading scales:

arental concerns about the academic standing of their children; college

-,entrance requirements demanding that qualitatie and quantatative academic

distinctions be drawn between high-school graduates; and the need for

motivational devices to foster compliancevith the school work ethic.-

Prior, to the twentieth century, irregular.noteeon a child's aca-

demic progress, but.moiesenerally concerning behavior, were the basic'

form of communication betweep teachers and parents. Even within univers-
, .: %

aities behavior was an aspect of evaluations:- Rudolf
-,.

(1962:348) indieated',

.\ that in 1869 student evaluations at Harvard ilniVersiiy. were tied to stu-
4

: .

dent'conduct. Students at all levels feareethe "note.fronk.the teacher.",

4
r of a bad report from teachers remains as a typical individua,1 emo-

,- . ,. .
,

tiOnal reaction tothis traditional form of parent-teacher communication.

However,noW it is,a reaction to the more rational, system of commUnica-
,

tion- -the 'report card (Karmel, 1970:417 -42.0)(,.
. %

At the turn of the-century, the growth of colleges.lagged far behind
_ \

the very rapid growthof high schools. There were far more high school

graduates with parents who could afford higher education'for them than'

Colleges and universitieseOuld- accept (Rudolf, 1962:289) olleges

demanded proof of academic quality from a0plicants. That forced the

...-

creation of a program for. the systematic recordation ofgrades based on
c

a rational system of evaluation, High schools needed measuring instru-
.

- 0

ments'to,facilitate the ranking of tudents in an unbiased manner. They ...

required scale which would enablt them to compare students from one

'part of-the,coUntry-to.another.
4
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Grading scales not only improved the, channelVgof students from

high,schooks to college, but they also served as tools o-support the

.

school work ethic. Davis (1964:249). notes that grading was used ap a

motivating device for students during the last part of the nineteenth

century.. Discussing colleges 'a this period Rudolf (1962) voints out
0

.

that "everywhere more attention was being paid to various sectioning,,

grading, and marking'schemes'as instruments of scholarly stimulation."

Ranking-clarified for students the modern emphasis upon hard work and

success earnedthr,ough.competAion (Karmel, 1970:417-420). That

orientation in school work prepared them for their economic and polit-

ical life (cf: Jencks and Riestan, 1968:61-62)...Individual classroom

competition and the academic stratifiaationof studentb becamevanguards

in the movement of modern education.

I-

various techniques ?of measuring.intelibctual distinctions were

developed in Europe and America. Schudson (1972:36) notes that the

roklegeBoard "was founded to bring order to the chaos of co llege. r
,

*entraope,requireMentt in the.eastern statesr. )By 1900 the 0-100 scalei.

was popular throughdut all levels of the Ameri'can school system.
-. -

MODIFICATION OF TR 0-100 SCAL.E--A REDUCTION OF .CLASSROOM AUTHORITARIANISM

A macor part of thrcontemPorary aspect of the burchdcratization of
. .

modern eddcation,- grading scales have been used as tools to identfy
,

. high energy calculating individuals suppoiting .the school work ethic.
,

P. 4,

'All institutional sec tore backed the'authority.of teachers to determine

which students had skill and which did not. The time when studellta had
#
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power t evaluate their professors Rddpassed. Compulsory educa on

laws equired attendance. Teachers. were in full control.

A 0-100iscale provided "objective"-proof to sublantiateeval-
,

uations. The "intelligtni" were easily distinguished from the "stupid"

4

in the tontextof this highly ration/11 grading scale. Students sup-
.

porting the schoolwork ethic were eadily distinguished from those who

did not. Stigmas were attached on the basis of a few points distincticin

in ranking.' Low percentile scores were a sophisticated version of the

dunce cap--a symbol stigmatizing those who did not adequately suggrt

the movement of'Modern education. p

/.

However, use of the 0-100 scale was fairly short=lived. It was

perhaps never as universally employed as the ABCDF scale is today. Use

of the 0-100 scale fell into disfavor because of several studies con-

ducted between 1910 and 1915. These studies point gut inequities in

the use of the 0-100 scale. The work of Daniel Starch,(1912;413) is

most significant. Working with E. C. Elliott he acquired two English

papers which,kad received an 80 at a midwestern high school. Seventy-
o

five was generally accepted as a passing grade. They sent copies of

those papers to 200 high schools throughout the nation for evaluation,

by other English teachers. The scores given'one'paper ranged rather

evenly between 64 and 98. Fifty to 97 was the range on 'the other.

Proponents of the 0-100 scale complained that gradintin English was
L

less absolute than in the sciences and math. Starch and Elliott repeated

the study in 1913 with a paper in geometry which,had'reeeived an 80..

Evaluations of that paper 'ranged from 28 to 97. As it became clear that



grading was often more subjective than objective, controversy, raged

over fairness in marking and compaiing the numerical ranking of

students. The 0-100 scale fell into disrepute (Karmel, 1,970:417;

Hedly, 1978).

Robert Ebel, professor of education at 'Michigan State University,

noted that from this period onward there was a shift from the use of

absolutist objective systems of evaluation toward wore relative and

subjective procedures (197i:320-322). Several alternatives were de-

velOped during the second and third decades. During the 30's the five

point ABCDE 'scale gained popularity. By 1940 80% of all high schools,

colleges, and Universities were using it (Davits, 1964:28773).55. But

7
in practically every instance it was quickly and informally converted

to an ABCDF scale which became formally recognized. Becker, Geer and

Hughes (1968) note that this is the system which provides the foundation

to what, in Making the Grade, they call the "GPA peripective"of students

/ at the University(of Kansas in the 1960's. Why was the use of the "E"

drOpped?

AUTHORITARIAN REACTION TO ABCDE SCAtE

The "E" was left. out o the marking stale in favor of the "V" ap adthor-'

itarian forces express d oppositionto the highly simplifie CDE scale.

Rather than simply an objective indication of the quality of student

;work, which use of the "E "-could indicate, the "F" is a symbolic ex-
IN

pression opposing students who do not servethe school. work ethic. 163

major purpose is identificati5onal_ rather than academic. It identifies

Vi



those stud s who, for whatever reason, seem to'oppose the school work

ethic. It also identifies those who have the1power and final sa* about

who'will be stigmatized as wponents of this,ethic..In Using it, the ,

instructd is doing the same thing as'the frustrated middle-clads parenc,

who, disobeyed by a child after/the f ourth rational warning, gives up

reason and resorts to a traditional spanking.' The "F" is not a rational

calculation of an academic level below "D". It is an ambiguous level

. 7mixed as much with emdtion as academic considerations. It is a rejec-
t

tion; a statement by the instructor that the stUdent%s unworthy of the

academic institution.

Brown (1965:175-185) indicateg that in the 1930's when the ABCDE
ft

scale was 'gaining prominence, many teachers left off the bottom line on

the "E" to "more emphatically express how they felt about students who

received the lowest grade." He implies that teachers associated their

own lack of effort'in completing the letter "E" Ath a judgment that ,a

'student had not taken the effort to meet even the minimum academic sten-
: tI

dards.

Recognizing the subjective ,judgmental' quality of "F's" duringthe

academically egalitarian 1960's, num4rous professors advocated the

eradication of the '!F" and even more simplified grading scales (cf.

Hutten, 1974). Ebel (1972:320-322)%expresdes some regret at the sin

plicity of grading'scales which only have two or three points. Ebel

warns: "to trade more precisely meaningful marks Lor marks easy to

assign may be a bad_bargain for education"-(1972:333). Simple scales

do not permit a clear ranking of students. These scales may not rein-

force the school work ethic.

if

15
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In thi /same work Ebel discusses an attempted reintroduction of the

ABCDE system in northern California during the 1960's. The attempt was

only moderately'successful. One teacher indicated that she didn't give

'many F'd but felt that it was the proper grade rather than "E" for

students who did not "work hard".

Gusfield, and Gamson in a study of Academic Values and

Mass Education, report that during the first year of classes at a new

college the faculty desired to draw students with high academic abilities

(1970:147).. A chemist reported: "We flunked 38% during the
e

first term.

They deserved it. We will damn well do itsagain. That's how we will get

better students." Better studentg? One might question the wisdom,,or

even the mental stability,of a student who would chance his career in

such an environment. Ifyhe were brilliant, and therefore able to recog-.

'nize the important of a GPA to.his academic and,occupaiional career, he

would probably choose an "easy" schdol'like MIT or Cal/Tech. The chemist

seems to be saying: "F is for Flunk." .The grade again reflects a bias

in favor of the Sigh energy calculating student. It is not an objective

rational calculation of student's ability which could be usell for com-

parison with students at other schools. It reflects a demand for cen-

tralizing evaluatory power with the instructor.

There were gross inequities in grading from one department to another

during the first year at the above noted college. The departments which

graded most strictly were almost "religious" in their advocacy of high

academic standards. When one instructor heard' how Severely some of his
A

colleagues haegraded, he replied: "damn it, I could have given more

D's" (Reisman, Gusfield,, Ggmson, lv70:'49).

16
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In its drive to iuppoit the advancement of ene rgy calculating.

students, .the movement of modern education uses the "F" as punishment

for students who do not measure up to the instructor's interpretation'

of the most fundamental demands of modern education. The ABCDF scale

enables an instructor to be more emphati6 than is possible with the

ABCDE scale successfully sponsored'by Opponents of the 0-100 scale. Use

of the PF" reinforces the fact that the classroom instructoris the

final authority.

There is evidence to support two alternative explanations for the
4

absence of the "E" frOmAhe ABCDF scale., It may be claimed that the "E"

is not used.because it could be confused with the "E" in scales which

use "Excellent" as the highest grade ranking. But,.such scales have not

been widely used. And if one taks this stand-he implicitly claims that

teachers fear that the most inadequate and incompetent quality of work

could easily be confused with work of the highest and most-superb quality.

This claim would make a mockery of the grading system by implying that

gradep were totally ambiguous. One could also claim that use of the F

- V
is a continuation 4 the traditional marking system of P and F for Pass

and Fail which had beinAcommon prior to the introduction of more sophis-
..

ticated giading scales. I have found no empirical evidence of the

conscious existence of this as a motivation factor in teachers. But:_

if one assumes that this tradition remains forceful in society; it merely

enhances that part of the argument which-says that use of the'F supports

traditional values,rather than a rational evaluation.of academic ability.

9,

"
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SUMMARY 1
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The primary objective of modern education is to produce and dis-

tribute knowledge. During- recent centuries in western societies there

has been a strong trend'tpward efficiency in the ptqsuit of this goal.'

Research Has become highly scientific. Teaching at all levels has be-
*

. f
Lome very specialized and the evaluation of students has become quite

systematic. However, the movement toward optimum systemization of

evaluations procedures within classroom situations reflects the history

of a tension between conflicting philosophies regarding the best way to

support the school work'ethic.

Authoritarian oriented force6 have fostered highly precise measuring

instruments - -such as 0-100 scale. Equalitarian forces have supported

less rigid marking devices- -such as :the ABCDE scale. Use of the ABCDF
r.

4 .

se&j.e represents an informal comprOmise between these foices.
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